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Get Started

Learn how our innovative approach can transform your
employees into proactive defenders of your digital realm.
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How confident are you that your employees are following best
practices for their passwords? 

Uncover the current pulse of password security with insights derived from our
comprehensive poll, designed to highlight the challenges and attitudes
influencing security practices. See how your organization measures up.

Explore the Disconnect Between 
Password User Responsibility and

Organizational Accountability

How long does it take you to memorize a new phone number?

How strongly do you believe there is a disconnect between user
responsibility and organizational accountability?

Somewhat Confident

Ready to revolutionize your password security? Don't let outdated practices leave your
organization vulnerable. Schedule a solution showcase to learn how our innovative Bravura Pass
Plus approach can transform your employees into proactive defenders of your digital realm and put
the power of one-click re-secure in your hands.

Request a Solution Showcase
for Your Team

While most respondents (50%) can memorize a new phone number within minutes, a smaller group
(13%) requires days, and another portion (13%) takes years, indicating a reliance on digital contact
storage. That is just one 7 digit phone number, let alone countless complex passwords. The need to
empower employees with modern password management is clear. 

A large number of participants (26%) perceive a disconnect between user password responsibility and
organizational accountability, rating it 8 out of 10, with a notable portion (33%) expressing higher
concern, and few (10%) viewing the disconnect as minimal.

Gathered anonymously from the front lines of IT security, our data reflects input of IT
Professionals who participated in a live poll in a Bravura Security webinar.
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Most organizations are only moderately confident (22%) in their employees' adherence to password
best practices, with a small fraction (10%) displaying high confidence and a higher number (15%)
showing no confidence at all.
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TRANSFORMING PASSWORD CULTURE: EMPOWERMENT THROUGH
SMART TECHNOLOGY
Our exploration into password practices has revealed a landscape as complex as the cognitive
networks involved in memory. Just as we have transitioned from memorizing phone numbers to
entrusting them to our smartphones, we should similarly evolve our approach to password
management. Employees now anticipate a password experience that aligns with the effortless and
intuitive interactions they have with their personal devices. By equipping them with user-friendly
password vaults, we're essentially enhancing their digital memory, allowing them to manage
credentials with greater ease and security. This shift goes beyond mere policy—it cultivates an
environment where robust password security is seamlessly integrated into daily work life.

ASSESSING TRUST AND ACCOUNTABILITY IN PASSWORD SECURITY
Amidst moderate confidence in password best practices and notable concerns about responsibility-
accountability alignment, enhancing trust in password security emerges as a critical priority.

https://www.bravurasecurity.com/app-state-iam-iga-straight-talk
https://www.bravurasecurity.com/re-imagining-passwords-defense-and-security
https://www.bravurasecurity.com/edu-downloads
https://hubs.ly/Q02CDwgM0

